Good Morning Asia - 1 April 2019

I'm making no cheap jokes about today's vote by UK's MPs on Brexit alternatives...that space will be amply filled by others. Elsewhere, China bounces back on fiscal stimulus. Japan's Tankan falls as expected, Australia's housing slows a bit more slowly, and South Korea's trade data soften further.

All fool’s day vote

I'm making no cheap jokes about today's vote by UK's MPs on Brexit alternatives...that space will be amply filled by others. Elsewhere, China bounces back on fiscal stimulus. Japan's Tankan falls as expected, Australia's housing slows a bit more slowly, and South Korea's trade data soften further.

Yet another vote

Here are a couple of good articles to set you up for the week - a week when I find myself having to say, once again, (and with little confidence), “By the end of this week, we should have a better idea of where Brexit is going”. Though by now, that refrain will be wearing very thin. I don't blame you for doubting me. I don't really believe it myself. The first note is by our very own James Smith, from deep within Brexitland. The second is from the BBC, and a bit hard to find from their news site, but pops up readily enough on google after a search on Brexit news. That article runs through 8 alternatives to PM May's Brexit draft treaty, which was soundly defeated again last week.

As James Smith notes, the Customs Union vote, which was one of two front runners last Friday, without actually getting a majority, might eke out some more gains today, though such a Brexit may throw Parliament into turmoil. This wasn't the Brexit that Brexiteers were hoping for, but it is maybe one of the few forms of Brexit the Remainers could accept. Bearing in mind the split across the country on Brexit, I think one could argue reasonably that a compromise Brexit might be something that all sides ought to coalesce around as minimizing the misery for all concerned, rather than treating this as a winner-takes-all event and risking a damaging no deal Brexit. Another 24 hours will show whether this is the case (maybe). Meanwhile, we read on various newswires that Conservative MPs are preparing for a snap election.

China data better news for Australia and AUD

In the bundled version of this note, our Greater China Economist, Iris Pang, has written up the strong PMI results from over the weekend, and she also has a longer piece out today on the Chinese economy. The news, for now, is constructive. With markets recently poising themselves for a US, if not a global recession, the evidence that China has not lost control of its economy is welcome. This is a message that won't be lost elsewhere, including Australia. Hawks on the RBA will note this China news, as well as their own March CoreLogic house price index, showing
monthly Australian house prices declining more slowly at 0.7% MoM from 0.9% in February. The AUD is looking reasonably bid today. Our sub-0.70 AUDUSD forecast for 2Q19 took a knock from the Fed's dovish tilt. We are reviewing whether we need to amend it, though it remains in place for now, with somewhat lower conviction than previously.

**Tankan survey - Large Manufacturing and MoF business survey**

![Tankan survey graph](image)

**Tankan weak, Korean trade data soft**

Japan's 1Q19 Large Manufacturing Tankan index came in at 12, down from 19 in 4Q18, and a little softer than the consensus 13, though in line with the MoF's earlier business survey. You have to dig quite hard amongst the various subcomponents to come up with positive news in this release, which is a sign that perhaps you should not bother, and instead, accept the headline for what it is. We recently chopped out a consumption tax hike from our forecasts. It's maybe time the government acknowledged that this is again looking difficult to implement.

Korea's March Exports fell 8.2% YoY (consensus 7.0% YoY, ING f -7.4%). This was a bit weaker, though not massively so than the preliminary 20-day figure, so the market impact may not be substantial. The KRW has been sliding since it briefly got as low as 1123 helped by Fed dovishness, and we haven't given up hope of a break above the 1140 range top that hasn't been exceeded since last November. More data like this will help.

**Asia Day ahead**

More PMI data dominate today's Asia calendar, with the variance in results likely to be dominated by local factors than any broader themes like global trade or tech slump.

Inflation from Thailand and Indonesia are the only other stand-outs today. Neither looks likely to trouble markets unduly, with both at the lower end of their target ranges.
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China: fiscal stimulus pushes up PMI

China's official manufacturing PMI beat consensus in March. We believe this was mostly the result of fiscal stimulus on new infrastructure production, not a recovery from external demand. Since activity growth was pushed by fiscal stimulus, we expect this kind of growth will continue to support the economy during 2019.

Surprisingly good manufacturing PMI

China's official manufacturing PMI rose to 50.0 in March from 49.2 in February. Among all sub-indices, production, new orders, prices, and purchasing activities all showed gains (i.e. above 50). But new export orders and orders placed by customers stayed in contraction territory (i.e. below 50), though by less than the previous month.

50.5

Better than expected

Fiscal stimulus working

For the manufacturing PMI sub-indices as a whole, we believe the improvement was the result of the fiscal stimulus’ infrastructure projects. These projects are mainly new metro lines and toll roads. And this matches with the sub-index on construction business activities at 61.7 in the non-manufacturing index, which rose to 54.8 from 54.3.

These activities have pushed up some commodity prices, for example, iron and copper. Thus, upstream manufacturers that are in the mining industry should be among the first producers to enjoy the positive outcome of the fiscal stimulus.

In the latter part of 2019, when the production process goes from upstream suppliers to downstream products for metro lines and toll roads, eg, equipment, more manufacturers will enjoy positive growth.

But this is not led by external demand

We have to admit that this PMI report is mainly driven by China's own fiscal stimulus. Though new export orders' reading improved, it was still only at 47.1 in March (from 45.2 in February), indicating that export orders were still shrinking, albeit at a slower pace. This implies that external demand has not improved. Moreover, trade negotiations are still ongoing. Even if there is a trade deal, we believe that the monitoring system will create continuous uncertainties on China-US bilateral trade.
More improvement in manufacturing PMI in the coming months
We expect fiscal stimulus in China will continue. Therefore, domestic demand will continue to lead to an increase in new orders and production in the manufacturing PMI. If the external environment does not deteriorate further, we believe that the fiscal stimulus and monetary easing on private firms should be large enough to keep economic growth above 6.0%, which is in line with our forecast of 6.3% growth in 2019.
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China’s stimulus is working but debt and external political pressure is growing
China’s ongoing trade war with the US will hurt the jobs market and spending power. While this is being countered by stimulus measures, debt levels will increase. China’s tourists have helped lower the current account to almost zero, but that might all change in 2019. China is likely to face more external political pressure as it continues to grow.
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With stimulus in place, Chinese growth is likely to be above 6%
With a sizeable stimulus and monetary easing in place, we expect the Chinese economy to grow above the 6% lower boundary target set by the government.
The ‘two sessions’ meetings held in early March set a fiscal stimulus package of CNY 4 trillion, of which around half was tax and fee cuts. The other half is coming via local government infrastructure projects, including new metro lines and toll roads. Aside from the stimulus, some local governments have quietly relaxed housing regulations too.

With a sizeable stimulus and monetary easing in place, we expect the Chinese economy to grow above the 6% lower boundary target set by the government.

On the monetary side, the central bank has adopted a targeted approach. This directs extra liquidity flows mainly to small private firms, which have been the hardest hit by the ongoing US-China trade war. On top of targeted liquidity for private firms, we expect four required reserve ratio (RRR) cuts in total. We've revised down each cut to 0.5 percentage points from one percentage point after the central bank governor said there is limited room for cuts in 2019.

Quarterly GDP growth

Source: ING, CEIC
PPI is more likely to inflate but CPI will be modest given low wage growth

As government spending continues on new metro lines and toll roads, we expect construction material prices to go up for most of 2019. This will not only prevent producer prices (PPI) from heading towards deflation but also give industrial profits a boost in some sectors.

We believe wage growth will be low in 2019, reflecting the challenges faced by export-related manufacturers and the subdued demand for electronics due to the trade war. This will limit consumer price inflation, but we don’t expect CPI to fall into negative territory, as the consumer price basket has a large necessity component.

Stimulus aimed at transportation and mining

Debt is growing, but it all depends on the progress of trade talks

As stimulus increases, so does debt in various parts of the economy.

Tax and fee cutting directly increase the central government's fiscal deficit, targeted at 2.8% of GDP. In China, the actual deficit is usually one percentage point above the planned deficit.

Infrastructure investment is mostly funded by the issuance of local government special bonds. These bonds are categorised as corporate bonds because the local government has no guarantee on the bonds. We also think local governments are unlikely to take any responsibility if there are defaults on these bonds until the number increases to a level that catches market attention.

The duration of the trade war is a critical factor in evaluating how fast debt levels will grow, as the current debt issuance supports infrastructure investment to stimulate a weakening economy.

If there was an outbreak of large-scale onshore bond defaults, the potential remedy would be placing these credits into ‘debt-to-equity-swap’ schemes, which can isolate bad credits from the good ones, and these bad credits would eventually be disposed of by asset management companies.
This is what happened in 2016 when smaller state-owned enterprises defaulted during the overcapacity cutting reforms. After the clean up of overcapacity companies, the overall debt level of the country fell from a peak of 262% of GDP in February 2017, to 250% in March 2018. But now, debt levels have increased again to 253% of GDP due to the issuance of local government special bonds to tackle the impact of the trade war.

The duration of the trade war is a critical factor in evaluating how fast debt levels will grow, as the current debt issuance supports infrastructure investment to stimulate a weakening economy.

**Current account near balance thanks to outbound tourism**

The chart below shows that an increase in outbound tourism has been the main factor behind the narrowing current account surplus, which as a percentage of GDP is now close to zero.

As wage growth slows in 2019, there will be fewer Chinese tourists going abroad, so tourism may not be as big a negative factor in China’s current account in 2019.

But, if a trade deal between China and the US is sealed this year, then China will import more US products. It’s still unclear if China will cut imports from the rest of the world to maintain an overall trade surplus or will allow the balance to move into deficit.

**Goods contribute positively to China’s current account while services do the opposite**

![Current Account Chart](source: ING, Bloomberg)

**Massive capital outflows are not really a concern**

We have to remember China’s capital account isn’t completely open, which is why we don’t believe there is a high chance of massive capital outflows, because even if there’s a demand for fund outflows, there aren’t many channels to do this.

On the other hand, we expect the cross border regulator (SAFE) to slowly open up the capital account, only for the easy part of the opening up process. For example, **SAFE has slightly relaxed the regulations of cross border cash pooling** to provide convenience for usual transactions made by multinational companies.

In the extreme case of market panic, we believe the central bank is likely to impose a strict policy on outflows.
Central bank is practicing a semi-free floating yuan by following the dollar. Given that we expect the current account to be almost balanced in 2019, and the capital account still isn’t fully open, we believe the yuan exchange rate will be what the central bank claims will be "more flexible" according to market movements. This isn't really a new thing, as the USD/CNY exchange rate has been broadly following the dollar index since mid-2016.

Another step in the preparation of a free-floating currency is to make the daily USD/CNY fixing mechanism more transparent, but this change is unlikely to take place in 2019.

To pave the way for a truly free-floating currency, the central bank needs to reform interest rates. Yi Gang commented that there would be interest rate liberalisation. For example, taking China sovereign yields as the risk-free interest rate to facilitate a market-based pricing mechanism for financial products.

Another step in the preparation of a free-floating currency is to make the daily USD/CNY fixing mechanism more transparent, but this change is unlikely to take place in 2019, given it’s full of uncertainties, and the central bank won’t want more risks in the market.

In case there’s a quick turn towards negative market sentiment, we expect the central bank to impose a higher reserve ratio on short yuan positions. The last increase was in 2018 from 0% to 20%.

USD/CNY exchange rate has largely followed the dollar index since 2016.

External political challenges
Aside from the trade war initiated by the US, external pressure from other countries is also growing. China faces an increasingly tough external political climate as it grows in terms of economic ability, international influence, and its technology development ability.

China is trying to build a new set of institutional platforms more suitable for its growth. For example, the Belt and Road Initiatives which are paired with the Asian Infrastructure Investment...
Bank (AIIB); and the Boao forum, which is seen as the Asian Davos.

These Chinese platforms have caused some international unrest. Will the increasing influence of China weaken the power of existing players in the world? Though simultaneously, the rest of the world wants to tap into the Chinese consumer market because of its sheer population size and the growing middle-class.

These contrasting viewpoints will complicate how countries, especially in the developed world, interact with China.

**Headwinds are tackled by stimulus measures**

Overall, we believe that despite the trade tension, China can grow by 6.3%.

There will still be lingering uncertainties from the trade negotiation even if there is a deal. But the scale of fiscal stimulus and the central bank's flexible liquidity management should provide enough support for the economy to face the headwinds.

---

**Overall, we believe that despite the trade tension, China can grow by 6.3%**

The USD/CNY exchange rate will follow the dollar index. As the Federal Reserve probably isn't hiking in 2019, we may see the yuan appreciate more this year, instead of depreciating.

As such, our forecasts of USD/CNY and USD/CNH at 6.75 by the end of 2019 from 6.88 at the end of 2018 remain intact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>China</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>1Q19F</th>
<th>2Q19F</th>
<th>3Q19F</th>
<th>4Q19F</th>
<th>2019F</th>
<th>2020F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP (% YoY)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI (% YoY)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBOC 7D reverse repo rate (% eap)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10Y govt. bond yield (% eap)</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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**ASEAN Morning Bytes**

General market tone: Wait and see.
Investors will likely focus on key economic releases from the US to get more clues to the threat of recession.
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EM Space: US retail sales and job numbers will be the focus for the week
- **General Asia:** Traders will be focused on the release of advance retail sales from the US on Monday and the jobs numbers out on Friday for direction. Over the weekend Fed speakers attempted to downplay recession fears with Randal Quarles even expecting a rate hike “at some point” as the economy recovers. Trade talks between the US and China may also add flavor for the week.
- **Indonesia:** Bank Indonesia Deputy Governor Dody Budi Waluyo shot down initial speculation that the central bank would turn dovish in the near term to track the change in tone of the Fed. The official indicated that the central bank’s main focus remained stability and that they needed to maintain the attractiveness of Indonesian domestic financial markets to attract foreign players. Waluyo also maintained that the economy remained safe amid current global economic weakening.
- **Philippines:** The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) forecasts inflation to settle at the 3.1-3.9% range with market players expecting price gains to have reached 3.4% for March. Food prices will likely be the main drag on inflation with upside pressure still emanating from the steady rise in crude oil prices. The 2nd month of inflation below target will start to help convince the BSP to finally ease policy, perhaps at the May 9 meeting.

What to look out for: Market looks to US data for clues
- South Korea trade (1 April)
- China Caixin PMI (1 April)
- Thailand inflation (1 April)
- US retail sales and PMI (1 April)
- Indonesia inflation (1 April)
- South Korea (1 April)
- RBA meeting (2 April)
- US durable goods (2 April)
- US ADP employment, PMI services (3 April)
- India RBI meeting (4 April)
- Philippines inflation (5 April)
- US NFP (5 April)
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